Learn to surf on the “Wild Atlantic Way”…
Have you ever dreamed of visiting Ireland? Think you might enjoy hiking, surfing, and learning the history of Gaelic sports? You can experience it all and have an adventure while doing so in Ireland! Check out the itinerary from Study Abroad Ireland: tour ancient tombs, monasteries, castles, stately homes and Irish cottages, hear several Irish language speaking areas called Gaeltacht’s along the coastline, enjoy traditional Irish food, music and culture, and let’s not forget the surfing trip on the Wild Atlantic Way!

STUDY ABROAD IN IRELAND

STUDY ABROAD IN IRELAND!!!

SUMMER I TRIP JUN 2-12, 2020

ACTIVITING INCLUDE HIKING - SURFING – BIKING – ROPES COURSE - & MORE

OPEN TO ALL SRSU STUDENTS

GET CREDIT FOR KINESIOLOGY COURSES

FINANCIAL AID MAY BE AVAILABLE

MORE INFORMATION

Dr. Chris Herrera, PhD
Dept. of Kinesiology

P: 432.837.8375
cph16tx@sulross.edu